


Blockchain:
The blockchain infrastructure revolutionized the mindset in which people conceptualize and visualize the 
world. From social connections to financial transactions, contracts and assets are embedded in digital 
codes that are transparent and shared in public databases. This enables people to gain true ownership of 
virtual properties and change their perspective of the digital world.

Non-fungible Tokens (NFTs):
NFT is a new, unique form of digital assets designed for the display of ownership. Every NFT is unique 
and digitally embedded onto the blockchain for a transparent record of creation, trading, and collection. 
NFTs have, are, and will remain to be the basis of creating the true Metaverse.

Tokenization and crypto - brand-new business models:
Crypto unlocks new business models on crypto including the mechanism of “play-to-earn”. These models will 
continue to develop and lead to new types of jobs and professions in the Metaverse economies.









This world exists as a multiverse. However, each universe is independent

and has never known the existence of the other. Until one day, for unknown

reasons, a supermassive cosmic explosion broke out, causing the walls between

the universes to be accidentally broken. This created portals from the rifts of

spacetime - passages that link the universes together.

The exciting journey to explore the universe will start here. Who will you be in

the expedition? A erudite and arrogant ELF? A fiery dragon warrior? A

mysterious ghost or a timid tree tribe that stands up to everyone when in

danger? What will be your decision when participating in the exploration of

the universe and seeking the maximum energy to bring your race to the peak

of domination?

Join the Demole Universe to find yourself and create your own universe!





DEMOLE RPG
Where players can form a team with 5 NFTs to 
conquer the monster universe. Rarer NFTs have 

better stats, skills, and appearance, bringing 
more advantages to win PvP and PvE battles.

SPACE PORTAL
Where players around the world can interact 
with each other (talk, team up, trade, etc.). 

People with rarer NFTs will appear in a more 
special way.

MOBA
Where players can team up and fight. Rarer 

NFTs will have a better appearance in the game.

A connecting portal between MOBA, PvP and PvE game mode in the world of Metaverse

http://drive.google.com/file/d/19-UdZzy24mXACbIlDWinfG9uYc0OdWhU/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1bj58Ix9JUnhYpkpOicEY5WiOX7wTTUMe/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dYqRxCXMuzGj19JbmYQM24a48GkCECFn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BF4y6ckG6GemR5XIsBjrn_N0fE2bqqR_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KFWUf_SL0dt4WfViTGFbVb_kGoUvsFZs/view?usp=sharing


Demole Turn-based is a strategic game
where players form teams of 5 NFTs and
battle in a classic turn-by-turn mechanisms.
Each NFT will be equipped with a unique
set of skills and stats that can be utilised
and combined for different strategies.

Demole Turn-based splits into 2 
different game modes: PvP and PvE



Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) is a game 
genre in which two teams of players compete against 

each other on a predefined battlefield.

With each player controlling only one 
character, Demole MOBA allows players 

to team up, battle, and have fun.



Demole Gateway Station is a social platform where Demolians can interact with one another. The Gateway 
Station combines trading, guiding, and socializing features for the best player-to-player interactions.



Demole skills system, with 
more than 170 skills divided 
among tribes, allows for 
great creativity from 
players. Different strategies 
can be optimized with the 
combination of these 
abilities, making room for 
an thrilling and diverse 
gaming experience.









$DMLG spent in the game will be redistributed continuously to ensure increased benefits for 
token holders and players while maintaining the inflation rate at an appropriate level



The Marketplace is where you can 
sell or buy NFTs in Demole
Metaverse. Making and accepting 
offers are now easier than ever 
with just a mouse click. 
Join our Marketplace and become 
a Demole merchant!







https://twitter.com/demoleio

t.me/Demoleio

https://www.facebook.com/Demole.Official/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs69Rvm26wDYf7-r3YX2Bzw

https://www.tiktok.com/@demole.io

https://discord.gg/demole


